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INTERMEDIATE LOGICS AND FACTORS OF THE MEDVEDEV
LATTICE
ANDREA SORBI AND SEBASTIAAN A. TERWIJN
Abstract. We investigate the initial segments of the Medvedev lattice as
Brouwer algebras, and study the propositional logics connected to them.
1. Introduction
The Medvedev lattice M was introduced by Medvedev [13] in order to provide
a computational semantics for constructive (propositional) logic. M is a rich
structure that is interesting in its own right, for example it can be studied in
connection with other structures from computability theory such as the Turing
degrees, but certainly the connections with constructive logic add an extra flavour
to it. There are of course many other approaches to the semantics for constructive
logics, ranging from algebraic (McKinsey and Tarski [12]) to Kripke semantics, and
from realizability (Kleene) to the Logic of Proofs (Artemov and others [1]), to name
only a few of many possible references. Medvedev’s approach, following informal
ideas of Kolmogorov, provides a complete computational semantics for various
intermediate propositional logics, that is, propositional logics lying in between
intuitionistic logic and classical logic. The notion of Medvedev reducibility has
recently been applied also in other areas of computability theory, e.g. in the study
of Π01-classes, cf. for example Simpson [17].
In this paper we study the logics connected to the factors (or equivalently, the
initial segments) of M. We start by briefly recalling some background material.
For more extensive discussions about M we refer to the survey paper by Sorbi [22].
Our computability theoretic notation is fairly standard and follows e.g. Odifred-
di [16]. In particular, ω denotes the natural numbers, ωω is the set of all functions
from ω to ω (Baire space), and Φe is the eth partial Turing functional. ω
<ω is
the set of all finite strings of natural numbers. σ ⊑ τ denotes that the finite
string σ is an initial segment of the (possibly infinite) string τ . σ̂τ denotes string
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concatenation (with τ possibly infinite). [σ] denotes the set
{
f ∈ ωω : σ ⊑ f
}
.
We list some further notation according to theme:
Lattice theory: In order to avoid confusion when interpreting logical formulas
on lattices we refrain from using the notation ∧ and ∨ in the context of lattices,
but rather use × and + for meet and join, as in Balbes and Dwinger [2]. Given a
finite set A of elements in a lattice,
∏
A denotes the meet of all the elements in A
and
∑
A denotes the join.
A Brouwer algebra is a distributive lattice with a least and greatest element and
equipped with a binary operation → satisfying for all a and b
a→ b = min{c : a+ c > b}.
Given → one can also define the unary operation of negation by ¬a = a → 1.
If L is a Brouwer algebra then Th(L) denotes the set of propositional formulas
that are valid in L, i.e. that evaluate to 1 under every valuation of the variables
with elements from L, where ∧ is interpreted by +, ∨ by ×, → by →, and ¬
by ¬. If L1 and L2 are Brouwer algebras we say that L1 is B-embeddable in L2
if there is a lattice-theoretic homomorphism f : L1 −→ L2, preserving 0 and 1,
and the binary operation → as well. If f : L1 −→ L2 is a B-embedding then
Th(L2) ⊆ Th(L1), as is easily seen. If f is surjective then also Th(L1) ⊆ Th(L2).
For a ∈ L, if G is the principal filter generated by a, the factorized lattice L/G is
again a Brouwer algebra, with the same operations as in L, except for ¬ which is
defined in the factor as ¬b = b→ a. We recall that for elements b and c from L, it
holds that b 6 c in L/G if there is d ∈ G such that b× d 6 c in L. For notational
simplicity we denote this Brouwer algebra by L/a. Note that L/a is isomorphic,
as a Brouwer algebra, to the initial segment [0, a] in L, so that studying factors of
L amounts to the same as studying the initial segments of L. An element a ∈ L
is join-reducible if there are b, c < a such that a = b+ c, and a is meet-reducible if
there are b, c > a such that a = b× c.
Medvedev degrees: A mass problem is a subset of ωω. One can think of such a
subset as a “problem”, namely the problem of producing an element of it, and so
we can think of the elements of the mass problem as its set of solutions. Informally,
a mass problem A Medvedev reduces to a mass problem B if there is an effective
procedure of transforming solutions to B into solutions to A. Formally, A 6M B
if there is a partial Turing functional Ψ : ωω → ωω such that for all f ∈ B, Ψ(f)
is defined and Ψ(f) ∈ A. The relation 6M induces an equivalence relation on
the mass problems: A ≡M B if A 6M B and B 6M A. The equivalence class
of A is denoted by degM(A) and is called the Medvedev degree (abbreviated by
M-degree) of A (or, following Medvedev [13], the degree of difficulty of A). We use
boldface letters A for M-degrees and calligraphic letters A for mass problems. The
collection of all M-degrees is denoted by M, partially ordered by degM(A) 6M
degM(B) if A 6M B. Note that there is a smallest Medvedev degree 0, namely
the degree of any mass problem containing a computable function. There is also
a largest degree 1, the degree of the empty mass problem. For functions f and g,
as usual define the function f ⊕ g by f ⊕ g(2x) = f(x) and f ⊕ g(2x+ 1) = g(x).
Let n̂A = {n̂f : f ∈ A}, where n̂f stands for 〈n〉̂ f , i.e. string concatenation,
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with 〈n〉 being the string consisting of the unique number n. The join operator
A+ B =
{
f ⊕ g : f ∈ A ∧ g ∈ B
}
and the meet operator
A× B = 0̂A ∪ 1̂B.
make M a distributive lattice, as is easy to check. Finally, given mass problems
A and B, let us define
A → B = {z f̂ : ∀g ∈ B(Φz(g ⊕ f) ∈ A)}.
Then, by Medvedev [13], the binary operation → on mass problems generates
a well-defined binary operation → on M-degrees that turns M into a Brouwer
algebra.
An important mass problem is 0′ =
{
f ∈ ωω : f noncomputable
}
. The boldface
version 0′ denotes the M-degree of 0′. It is the unique nonzero minimal element
of M: if A 6≡M 0 then 0
′ 6M A. The join-irreducible mass problems
Bf =
{
g ∈ ωω : g 6 T f
}
also play an important role in the study of M.
We will make an occasional reference to the nonuniform variant of the Medvedev
lattice: the Muchnik latticeMw. This is the structure resulting from the reduction
relation on mass problems defined by
A 6w B ⇔ (∀g ∈ B)(∃f ∈ A)[f 6T g],
where 6T denotes Turing reducibility. Mw is a Brouwer algebra in the same way
that M is, with the same lattice theoretic operations, and the operation → given
by
A → B = {f : ∀g ∈ B∃h ∈ A(h 6T g ⊕ f)}.
An M-degree is a Muchnik degree if it contains a mass problem that is upwards
closed under Turing reducibility 6T . The Muchnik degrees of M form a substruc-
ture that is isomorphic to Mw with respect to the operations + and →. That the
Muchnik degrees are closed under → follows from Skvortsova [18, Lemma 5].
Using the algebraic framework defined above, we can now study factors of M:
Given any mass problem A we can consider M modulo the principal filter gen-
erated by the M-degree of A. Using the notational convention from above, we
denote this structure by M/ degM(A), or simply by M/A. In this paper we are
interested in the theories of the form Th(M/A).
To illustrate the above definitions we note the following simple result.
Proposition 1.1. For every A we have Th(M/A) ⊆ CPC.
Proof. The two element Brouwer algebra {0, 1} is always B-embeddable intoM/A,
hence we have Th(M/A) ⊆ Th({0, 1}). But the latter theory equals CPC. 
The leading question that concerns us in this paper is the following:
Question 1.2. What are the possible logics of the form Th(M/A) ?
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In Section 2 we summarize what we know about this question, including some of
the results of this paper.
Notation for logics: IPC is the intuitionistic propositional calculus and CPC is the
classical propositional calculus. A logic L is called intermediate if IPC ⊆ L ⊆ CPC.
A very useful source for what is known about intermediate logics up to 1983 is
the annotated bibliography by Minari [15]. For a logic L we denote the positive
part (i.e. the negation-free fragment) by L+. Jan is Jankov’s logic IPC+¬p∨¬¬p
consisting of the closure of IPC and the weak law of the excluded middle, sometimes
also called De Morgan logic. Other logical principles considered in this paper are
the Kreisel-Putnam formula
(¬p→ q ∨ r)→ (¬p→ q) ∨ (¬p→ r) (KP)
and the Scott formula
((¬¬p→ p)→ (¬p ∨ p))→ (¬¬p ∨ p). (Sc)
If it cannot cause confusion we will sometimes also use KP and Sc to denote the
logics corresponding to these principles, i.e. IPC+ KP and IPC+ Sc. LM denotes
the Medvedev logic (of finite problems), cf. page 8.
2. Questions and summary of results
We summarize what we know about Question 1.2 in the following list:
• (Medvedev [13]) For every A, IPC ⊆ Th(M/A).
• For every A, Th(M/A) ⊆ CPC. (Cf. Proposition 1.1.) So we see from
this and the previous item that indeed all logics of the form Th(M/A) are
intermediate.
• (Skvortsova [18]) There exists A such that Th(M/A) = IPC. (Cf. Sec-
tion 4.)
• Th(M/0′) = CPC, and 0′ is the only such element. Note thatM/0′ consists
precisely of two elements, playing the role of classical true and false. In
all other factors we have at least three elements, and hence we can refute
p∨¬p by taking for p an element different from 0 and 1, i.e. the least and
greatest elements of the factor, respectively.
• (Medvedev [14], Jankov [7], Sorbi [20]) Th(M) = Jan.
• For A closed we always have Th(M/A) ( Jan. (Cf. Theorem 6.1 and the
remark after Theorem 7.2.)
• (Sorbi [21, Theorem 4.3]) ¬p ∨ ¬¬p ∈ Th(M/A) if and only if A is join-
irreducible. For A >M 0
′ join-irreducible we always have Th(M/A) = Jan.
• If A bounds a join-irreducible mass problem >M 0
′ it holds that Th(M/A)
⊆ Jan (cf. Theorem 7.1). Does every A >M 0
′ bound a join-irreducible
degree >M 0
′ ? Not every A bounds a Bf , f noncomputable (cf. Theo-
rem 7.6). However, every closed A bounds a Bf , f noncomputable (cf.
Theorem 7.2).
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• (Skvortsova [18, p.138]) If A is a Muchnik degree then Th(M/A) contains
the Kreisel-Putnam formula KP (cf. Proposition 7.4), which shows that
Th(M/A) is strictly larger than IPC.
• If A >M 0
′ is Muchnik then Th(M/A) ⊆ Jan. This is because every
Muchnik bounds a Bf (cf. Proposition 7.3).
• Let A be a join-reducible Muchnik degree. Then
IPC ( Th(M/A) ( Jan.
The first inclusion is strict because M/A satisfies the Kreisel-Putnam for-
mula KP, and the second inclusion follows by the previous item and is
strict since A is join-reducible.
• If A >M 0
′ then the linearity axiom (p→ q)∨ (q → p) is not in the theory
Th(M/A). (Cf. Corollary 8.5.) In particular it is not possible to realize
the Go¨del logics Gn and the Go¨del-Dummett logic G∞ (cf. Ha´jek [5]) by a
factor of M.
• There are infinitely many intermediate logics of the form Th(M/A). (Cf.
Corollary 5.8.)
Questions:
• Are all Th(M/S) the same for S solvable? (S is called solvable if it contains
a singleton mass problem. The solvable M-degrees form a substructure of
M isomorphic to the Turing degrees.) If so, what are they? By Sorbi [19,
Theorem 4.7] all solvable S are join-reducible, so Jan 6⊆ Th(M/S).
• Does Th(M/A) ⊆ Jan hold for all A >M 0
′? This is connected to the
question whether every A >M 0
′ bounds a join-irreducible degree >M 0
′.
3. Lattice theoretic preliminaries
We begin with some definitions and basic results. In particular we review some
well known constructions that are relevant to our purposes.
Given a poset P = 〈P,6〉, for every a ∈ P let
[a) = {b ∈ P : a 6 b},
and for A ⊆ P let [A) =
⋃
a∈A[a). By definition [∅) = ∅. A subset O ⊆ P is called
open if it is of the form [A). We denote by Op(P) the collection of open subsets
of P.
Definition 3.1. If P = 〈P,6〉 is a poset we define B(P) = 〈Op(P),⊇〉.
Lemma 3.2. B(P) is a Brouwer algebra.
Proof. The lattice theoretic operations + and × are given by set theoretic ∩ and
∪, respectively. The least element is P , and the greatest element is ∅. Finally, for
U, V open,
U → V = {a ∈ P : [a) ∩ U ⊆ V }. 
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Definition 3.3. Given an upper semilattice U, let Fr×(U) be the free distributive
lattice generated by it, i.e. U embeds into Fr×(U) as an upper semilattice, and
for every distributive lattice L, if f : U −→ L is a homomorphism of upper
semilattices, then the embedding of U into Fr×(U) extends to a unique lattice
theoretic homomorphism of Fr×(U) into L, which commutes with f .
Lemma 3.4. In every finite distributive lattice, for each element a there exists a
unique antichain A of meet-irreducible elements such that a =
∏
A.
Proof. See any standard textbook on distributive lattices, for instance [2]. 
Corollary 3.5. For an upper semilattice U, if a ∈ Fr×(U), then there is a unique
antichain A of elements of U such that a =
∏
A.
Proof. By the previous lemma, since the meet-irreducible elements of Fr×(U) are
exactly the elements of U. 
Lemma 3.6. If U is an implicative upper semilattice with implication operation
→ (i.e. a→ b = min{c : a + c > b} where + is the binary operation making U an
upper semilattice) then U embeds into Fr×(U) as an implicative structure as well.
Proof. See Skvortsova [18, Lemma 3], or use an argument similar to Lemma 3.11
below. 
In the following we also use n to denote the set {0, . . . , n− 1}.
Definition 3.7. Given a set X let Fr(X) denote the free distributive lattice on
X , and let 0⊕Fr(X) denote the free bottomed distributive lattice on X , which is
simply Fr(X) with an extra bottom element added. We define Fn = 0⊕ Fr(n).
Clearly every finite distributive lattice is a Brouwer algebra. Hence Fn is a Brouwer
algebra.
Definition 3.8. For every n > 1 let
2n = 〈P(n),⊇〉
denote the poset of subsets of {0, . . . , n−1} ordered by ⊇. Let Bn = B(2
n−{∅}).
Theorem 3.9. We have:
(i) Bn is isomorphic with Fn;
(ii) (Skvortsova [18, Lemma 3]) Bn is isomorphic with Fr×(2
n).
Proof. We distinguish the two cases in order:
(i) Let Fn be as in Definition 3.3, i.e. the free bottomed distributive lattice
with n generators. Let 0 be the bottom of Fn and let Genn = {a1, . . . , an}
be the set of generators. The set Irr×(Fn) of meet-irreducible elements of
Fn is exactly the set {∑
i∈Iai : I ⊆ n
}
(where it is understood that
∑
∅ = 0). As a poset, ordered by 6, Irr×(Fn)
is isomorphic with 2n, under the mapping∑
i∈Iai 7−→ n− I.
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On the other hand the set Irr×(Bn) of meet-irreducible elements of Bn is
easily seen to consist exactly of the basic open sets, i.e. the sets of the form
[J), J ⊆ n, which is again order-theoretically isomorphic to 2n. Therefore,
as a poset, Irr×(Fn) is isomorphic to Irr×(Bn). Using Lemma 3.4, it follows
that Fn is isomorphic to Bn.
(ii) In view of Corollary 3.5, one can see that the function F that maps
∏
A
to
⋃
a∈A[a) for every antichain A ⊆ 2
n is an order-theoretic isomorphism
of Fr×(2
n) with Bn. More generally, if U is an upper semilattice with top
1, then Fr×(U) ≃ B(U− {1}). 
Notice that by duality the set Irr+(Fn) of join-irreducible elements of Fn is given
by {∏
i∈Iai : I ⊆ n nonempty
}
.
By definition,
∏
∅ = 1. Note that in Fn the top 1 is always join-reducible, except
for the case n = 1, whereas by definition of Fn the bottom 0 always is.
Lemma 3.10 (Representation Lemma). For every element a ∈ Fn there exists a
function ρa : αa −→ P(Genn) − {∅} with αa a finite ordinal, such that, letting
ρa(j) = Aj one has
a =
∑
j∈αa
∏
Aj .
Moreover, if we require that {
∏
Aj : j ∈ αa} be an antichain, and for every j ∈ αa
we additionally require that Aj be an antichain, then the function ρa exists and is
unique. We call a =
∑
j∈αa
∏
Aj a representation of a.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemma 3.4, and its dual, and the characterization
of the join-irreducible elements of Fn given above. 
Notice that 0 =
∑
∅ and 1 =
∑
a∈Genn
{a}, are representations.
The following lemma allows one to compute → in Fn.
Lemma 3.11. If a =
∑
j∈αa
∏
Aj and b =
∑
j∈αb
∏
Bj are representations of
elements of Fn then
a→ b =
∑{∏
Bj : j ∈ αb ∧
∏
Bj  a
}
.
Proof. This follows from the fact that each
∏
Bj is join-irreducible for Bj non-
empty, cf. [2, Theorem V.3.7]. 
4. A sketch of Skvortsova’s proof
In [18] Skvortsova proved that there is a factor M/E of the Medvedev lattice
such that Th(M/E) = IPC. Skvortsova’s analysis also has other interesting con-
sequences. For this reason we give here a brief account of the main ingredients of
the proof.
1. If a, b ∈ L, with L a Brouwer algebra, and a < b then L([a, b]), i.e. the interval
[a, b] in L, is still a Brouwer algebra, with u →[a,b] v = (u → v) + a. This
includes the case a = 0, and we denote L(6 b) = L([0, b]).
2. If a, b, c ∈ L with c + a = b then f(u) = u + a is a B-homomorphism from
L(6 c) onto L([a, b]). Thus Th(L(6 c)) ⊆ Th(L([a, b])).
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3. If Th(L)+ = IPC+ then
⋂
a∈LTh(L(6 a)) = IPC.
4. Let Fω be the algebra of finite and cofinite subsets of ω (ordered by ⊇; Fω is
also an implicative lattice), and let Bω = Fr×(Fω).
5. Consider the interval Bω([n, ∅]) of Bω, for n > 1. It follows from Theo-
rem 3.9 (ii) that Bω([n, ∅]) ≃ Bn, and thus by 2., Th(Bω) ⊆ Th(Bn). Thus
Th(Bω) ⊆ LM, where LM =
⋂
n>1Th(Bn) is called the Medvedev logic (of finite
problems). It is known that LM+ = IPC+, cf. [11, 14].
Similar to 3. we have that⋂
n>1
⋂
b∈Bn
Th
(
Bn(6 b)
)
= IPC.
Then in view of the fact that Bω([n, ∅]) ≃ Bn, one can choose in Bω intervals
[αn, βn] with the αn’s disjoint and finite, such that⋂
n>1
Th
(
Bω([αn, βn])
)
= IPC.
Each βn is freely ×-generated by subsets of αn, so is of the form
∏
16i6kn
βin, with
βin ⊆ αn.
Lemma 4.1. Bω is embeddable in M.
Proof. The proof uses Lachlan’s theorem that every countable upper semilattice
with a least element 0 can be embedded as an initial segment of the Turing degrees,
cf. [16, p.528]. (It suffices here: every countable implicative upper semilattice
with 0 can be order-theoretically embedded as an initial segment.) In more detail,
let D = 〈D, 0,+,→,6〉 be a countable implicative semilattice. Embed D as an
initial segment of the Turing degrees, mapping, say, a generic a ∈ D to degT (fa).
Then one can check that the assignment, for every a ∈ D,
a 7→ degM
(
{f : fa 6T f} ∪ {f : (∀b ∈ D)[f 6≡T fb]}
)
is an embedding into M preserving 0,+,→, and also preserves freely generated
infima.
In our case it suffices to embed Fω as an initial upper semilattice of the Turing
degrees. Notice that the range of such an embedding consists of Muchnik degrees.

At this point consider the Medvedev degrees An,Bn that correspond to αn, βn
under the embedding ofBω intoM, with Bn =
∏
16i6kn
Bin (where B
i
n corresponds
to βin). The final step of the proof is:
Lemma 4.2. There exists a Medvedev degree E such that E+An = Bn for every n.
Proof. Let An,B
i
n be representatives in An,B
i
n. Define
E =
⋃
n>1
16i6kn
n î̂Bin.
It can then be shown that the degree E = degM(E) satisfies the lemma. 
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From item 2. it follows that for this E it holds that Th(M/E) = IPC.
5. Intermediate logics contained in the logic of the weak law of
excluded middle
Next we show that there are infinitely many intermediate logics one can get from
initial segments determined by Muchnik degrees. Some of the results exhibited
below can be obtained as corollaries of Skvortsova’s theorem recalled above (cf.
Remark 5.12.) If nothing else, the proofs below are less demanding from the point
of view of computability theory, since they do not require embeddings of upper
semilattices as initial segments, but only an embedding of a countable antichain
in the Turing degrees.
Theorem 5.1. For every n > 1 there exists a Medvedev degree Bn such that Bn
is B-embeddable in M/Bn.
Proof. Let F = {fi : i ∈ ω} be a collection of functions whose T-degrees are
pairwise incomparable, and let Bfi = degM(Bfi). (Recall the mass problems Bf
which were defined in the introduction.) We will make use of the following lemma:
Lemma 5.2. (Sorbi [20]) Each Bfi is both join-irreducible and meet-irreducible in
the Medvedev lattice. Moreover for every I ⊆ ω,
∑
i∈IBfi = degM(
⋂
i∈I Bfi), and
∀i, I (i /∈ I ⇒ Bfi M
∑
j∈IBfj).
We now claim that the degree
Bn =
∑
i<nBfi
has the desired properties. We embed Fn into M/Bn. We identify Genn with n,
thus for every generator i ∈ Genn choose the function fi ∈ F and define
F (i) = Bfi.
By freeness, F extends to a (unique) lattice theoretic homomorphism F : Fn −→
M, which is 0, 1 preserving. We claim that F is a B-embedding as well.
Lemma 5.3. For every a, b ∈ Fn, one has
F (a→ b) = F (a)→ F (b).
Proof. Let a =
∑
i∈αa
∏
Ai and b =
∑
j∈αb
∏
Bj be elements of Fn, given through
their representations.
A warning on the notation employed throughout this proof and also later proofs:
If a is a generator of Fn then let Ba denote F (a) = Bfa , and let Ba = Bfa ; if
A ⊆ Genn then let BA = {Ba : a ∈ A} and BA = {Ba : a ∈ A}. Moreover via
identification of Genn with n, for every A ⊆ Genn we may also identify∏
a∈ABa =
⋃
a∈A âBa.
Let us now go back to the proof of Lemma 5.3. In view of Lemma 3.11 it is
sufficient to show that
F (a)→ F (b) =
∑
{
∏
BBj : j ∈ αb ∧
∏
BBj M F (a)}.
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This amounts to showing that for every mass problem X and any j ∈ αb such that∏
BBj M
∑
i∈αa
∏
BAi , (1)
and ∏
BBj 6M (
∑
i∈αa
∏
BAi) + X (2)
one has
∏
BBj 6M X . Let us therefore fix X and j ∈ αb satisfying (1) and (2).
From (1) it follows that
∀i ∈ αa ∃ai ∈ Ai ∀y ∈ Bj(ai 6= y), (3)
for otherwise we would have ∃i ∈ αa ∀x ∈ Ai ∃y ∈ Bj(x = y), from which it would
follow that ∏
BBj 6M
∏
BAi 6M
∑
i∈αa
∏
BAi ,
contrary to assumption (1). Thus, given i choose ai as in (3). Assume that
the reduction in (2) is via the functional Ψ. Let f ∈ X be given. Simply by
searching, and by density of the Bai ’s, we can effectively find σ = ⊕i∈αaσi such
that y = Ψ(σ ⊕ f)(0) is defined, i.e. Ψ decides which By to map σ ⊕ f to. Since
by (3) we have fy 6 T fai and σi f̂y ≡T fy, it holds that ⊕i(σîfy) ∈⊕i Bai , and
since Ψ has to map ⊕i(σîfy) ⊕ f into By, this is only possible if f ∈ Bfy . Thus
we see that for every f ∈ X we can effectively find y ∈ Bj with f ∈ By, hence∏
BBj 6M X as desired. This concludes the proof of Lemma 5.3. 
Thus the proof of Theorem 5.1 is complete. 
Notice that for n = 1 we could also have taken B1 = 0
′. In fact M/0′ is
isomorphic to the two-element Boolean algebra.
We have a number of corollaries to the proof of Theorem 5.1:
Corollary 5.4. Bn+1 is not embeddable in M/Bn.
Proof. The top element of M/Bn is the join
Bn = Bf1 + . . .+Bfn
of an antichain of n join-irreducible elements, whereas the top element of Bn+1 is
the join of an independent set of n + 1 of elements by Lemma 5.2. Thus if Bn+1
were embeddable in M/Bn we would have that
Bf1 + . . .+Bfn = X1 + . . .+Xn+1
where the family {X1, . . . ,Xn+1} forms an independent set. By join-irreducibility
of each Bfi, it follows that for every i, there exists ji such that Bfi 6M Xji. Thus
X1 + . . .+Xn+1 6M Xj1 + . . .+Xjn
contradicting that the Xi’s form an independent set. 
Corollary 5.5. There exists a Muchnik degree Bω such that every Bn is B-
embeddable in M/Bω.
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Proof. Let Bω =
∑
i∈ωBfi, where {fi : i ∈ ω} is as in the proof of Theorem 5.1.
First of all, by Lemma 5.2 we have that
∑
i∈ωBfi = degM(
⋂
i Bfi), from which
we see that Bω is a Muchnik degree. Now let n > 1 and for every a ∈ Genn =
{a1, . . . , an}, let
B′a =
{
Bfi if a = ai, i < n,∑
j>nBfj if a = an.
We claim that virtually the same proof as in Theorem 5.1 works, upon replacing
each Baj with B
′
aj
, and consequently each BA = {Ba : a ∈ A} with B
′
A = {B
′
a :
a ∈ A}, where A ⊆ Genn. Similar notation is employed for mass problems B
′
aj
and B′A. The proof hinges on the fact that the mass problem B
′
an
=
∑
j>nBfj is
completely independent of the Bfj , j < n, in the sense of Lemma 5.2. 
Corollary 5.6. KP ⊆ Th(M/Bω) ⊆ LM.
Proof. The first inclusion follows from the fact that Bω is a Muchnik degree, so
one can use Proposition 7.4 below. The other inclusion follows from the fact that
every Bn is B-embeddable in M/Bω, and the fact that LM =
⋂
n>1Th(Bn). 
Corollary 5.7. For every n > 1, and for every 1 6 j 6 n, Bj is Brouwer-
embeddable in M/Bn, but Bn+1 is not Brouwer-embeddable in M/Bn.
Proof. To embed Bj with j 6 n, consider
B′fi =
{
Bfi if i < j,
Bfj + · · ·+Bfn if i = j.
The argument employed in the proof of Theorem 5.1 allows to conclude that the
lattice-theoretic homomorphism extending by freeness the mapping F (ai) = B
′
fi
,
where ai is the i−th generator, is a Brouwer-embedding of Fj into M/Bn. 
Corollary 5.8. There is an ascending sequence B1 <M B2 <M B3 <M . . . of
Muchnik degrees such that
Th(M/B1) ⊃ Th(M/B2) ⊃ Th(M/B3) ⊃ . . .
and for every i > 1, LM ⊆ Th(M/Bi), thus the class of logics
{Th(M/D) : LM ⊆ Th(M/D)} (4)
is infinite.
Proof. This follows from that fact that
Th(B1) ⊃ Th(B2) ⊃ Th(B3) ⊃ . . .
To obtain a formula that separates Th(Bn+1) from Th(Bn) consider e.g. the max-
imal length of antichains. If a maximal antichain in B has length 6 k then B
satisfies the formula
∀x1∀x2 . . .∀xk∀xk+1 φ(x1, . . . , xk+1),
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where φ expresses that there is at least one dependency between the xi. Note that
since by Theorem 3.9 we have that Bn ≃ Fn, a maximal antichain in Bn+1 is at
least one longer than in Bn.
1 
Consider the degree Bω =
∑
iBfi as defined above. Let Sc denote the Scott
logic, i.e.
Sc = IPC+ ((¬¬p→ p)→ (¬p ∨ p))→ (¬¬p ∨ p).
Although we know that
KP ⊆ Th(M/Bω) ⊆ LM
we have:
Corollary 5.9. Sc * Th(M/Bω).
Proof. Consider the degree of difficulty
X =
(
(¬¬Bf0 → Bf0)→ (¬Bf0 ×Bf0)
)
→ (¬¬Bf0 ×Bf0)
which is obtained by replacing the variable in Scott’s formula by Bf0 and the ∨’s
by meets.
Using that each Bfj is join-irreducible, see Lemma 5.2, and that these degrees
form an independent set of elements, one can show that in M/Bω,
¬Bf0 =
∑
i>0Bfi
and
¬¬Bf0 = Bf0.
Thus
X =
(
(Bf0 → Bf0)→ (
∑
i>0Bfi ×Bf0)
)
→ (Bf0 ×Bf0)
=
(
0→ (
∑
i>0Bfi ×Bf0)
)
→ Bf0
= (
∑
i>0Bfi ×Bf0)→ Bf0 .
Hence X 6= 0, as
∑
i>0Bfi ×Bf0 <M Bf0. 
Corollary 5.10. Th(M/Bω) is strictly included in LM.
Proof. This follows from Corollary 5.9 and the fact that Sc is true in every finite
free distributive lattice Fn, as is fairly straightforward to check. It follows from
Theorem 3.9 that Sc holds in LM. 
Remark 5.11. As an easy remark we observe that if A,B are incomparable and
join-irreducible degrees then by an argument similar to the one in the proof of
Corollary 5.9 we have that in M/A+B it holds that ¬A = B and ¬B = A. Thus
M/A+B 6|= Sc.
1Interestingly, it is not possible to separate the theories Th(Bn) all by one-variable formulas,
because the Scott formula Sc, and hence almost all of the formulas in the Rieger-Nishimura
lattice, holds in all of them (cf. the proof of Corollary 5.10).
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Remark 5.12. We finally show how one can derive some of the above results as
consequences of Skvortsova’s theorem:
If one takes as Bω the Muchnik degree D corresponding to the image of the top
element of Skvortsova’s embedding of Bω into M, then by item 5. of Skvortsova’s
proof in Section 4 one obtains Corollary 5.5 and Corollary 5.6.
Inspection of Skvortova’s proof shows also that each Bn can be embedded in
such a way that the top element is a Muchnik degree which is the join of an
antichain of n degrees, but not the join of any finite antichain of bigger cardinality.
So one also obtains in this way the infinity of the set described in (4).
6. Closed sets
In this section we examine factors of the form M/F where F is a nonempty
closed subset of ωω, in the usual Baire topology. Our conclusions follow from two
simple observations that can be summarized as follows:
First observation: Let F be a nonempty closed mass problem and let D be
dense. Let F = degM(F) and D = degM(D) be the respective M-degrees. Let
g : B →֒ [0,D] an embedding of a Brouwer algebra B with meet-irreducible 0 and
join-irreducible 1 into the Medvedev degrees below D and such that g(1) = D.
Suppose further that D 6M F . If ĝ : B →֒ [0,F] is identical to g except that
ĝ(1) = F, then ĝ is again a lattice theoretic homomorphism preserving →. To
prove this, it suffices to check that negation is preserved. Suppose that A → D =
D. Then we have to prove that also A → F ≡M F . Suppose that A + C >M F .
We prove that C >M F . Since A 6M D we have D + C >M F , via Ψ say.
We inductively define a partial computable functional Φ mapping C into F as
follows. Given g ∈ C look for any finite string σ0 ∈ ω
<ω such that Ψ(σ0 ⊕ g)(0)↓.
Given σn, look for σn+1 ⊐ σn such that Ψ(σn+1 ⊕ g)(n + 1) ↓. Finally define
Φ(g)(n) = Ψ(σn ⊕ g)(n) for every n. Then Φ(g) ∈ F : Suppose otherwise. Then
for some σn, Ψ(σn ⊕ g) ↾ n+ 1 is an initial segment of an element in the open
complement of F . By density of D we can choose f ∈ D with f ⊐ σn. But then
Ψ(f ⊕ g) /∈ F , contradiction. So we have proved that every Brouwer embedding
below D can be modified to one below F .
Second observation: Let J be a join-irreducible mass problem >M 0
′. Then
by Sorbi [21, Theorem 4.3] every finite Brouwer algebra with irreducible meet and
join is embeddable below J , with J as top.
As before let Bg =
{
h : h 6 T g
}
. Then the M-degree of Bg is join-irreducible.
It follows that Th(M/Bg) = Jan. Since Bg is dense, by the first observation above
every embedding below Bg extends to any closed degree above it.
Now take any nonzero degree of solvability {f}, and choose g such that f 6 T g,
so that Bg 6M {f}. Then by the above we have that Th(M/{f}) ( Jan. The
inclusion is strict since {f} is join-reducible by Sorbi [19, Theorem 4.7].
This also works for any special (i.e. nonempty and without computable elements)
Π01-class: Given a special Π
0
1-class C, by Jockusch and Soare [9, Theorem 2] there
is a function g, of nonzero c.e. T-degree, such that g computes no elements in
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C, so that Bg 6M C via the identity. So again we have that Th(M/C) ⊆ Jan.
Also, the inclusion is strict, since by Binns [3] the Medvedev degree of any special
Π01-class is join-reducible.
Now every closed mass problem F is a Π0,X1 class for some set X ⊆ ω. By
relativizing the results of Jockusch and Soare and Binns we obtain the above
result for any closed F :
Theorem 6.1. Let F be a nonempty and nonzero closed mass problem. Then
Th(M/F) ( Jan.
7. Bounding join-irreducible degrees
Recall the mass problems Bf from section 1. It is easy to check that for any
f and any mass problem A, either Bf 6M A via the identity or A 6M {f}. It
follows in particular that Bf is join-irreducible for any f .
Theorem 7.1. If A bounds a join-irreducible J >M 0
′ then Th(M/A) ⊆ Jan.
Proof. Let J >M 0
′ be join-irreducible, A >M J, and let B be a finite Brouwer
algebra with irreducible top 1 and second largest element d. Let F : B →֒ M/J
be an embedding of Brouwer algebras. Then G : B →֒M/A defined by
G(a) =
{
F (a) if a 6 d,
A if a = 1
is a B-embedding as well. To see this it suffices to show that G(a→ 1) = G(a)→
G(1) for every a 6 d, i.e. that F (a) → A = G(a → 1) = G(1) = A for every
a 6 d. Let X = F (a)→ A. Then X 6M A. Also, A 6M F (a) +X and hence
F (a) + (J×X) = (F (a) + J)× (F (a) +X)
>M J×A
= J
by distributivity. Hence J × X = J by irreducibility of J, and thus X >M J.
Therefore X >M A because A 6M F (a) +X = X since F (a) <M J. So X = A.

Theorem 7.2. Every closed A 6≡M 0 bounds a join-irreducible J >M 0
′.
Proof. Let A be closed and nonzero. We prove that there is a noncomputable f
such that Bf 6M A via the identity. (Note that since Bf is Muchnik, for any
reduction from Bf the identity is also a reduction.) As remarked above, every
Bf is join-irreducible. The basic strategy to prevent f from computing something
in A is to make f look computable. We use a finite extension construction (cf.
Odifreddi [16]) to build f =
⋃
s fs meeting the following requirements for every e:
Pe : ∃x
(
ϕe(x) 6= f(x)
)
,
Re : Φe(f) /∈ A.
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The requirements Pe make f noncomputable, and the Re ensure that f does not
compute any element of A, so that A ⊆ Bf .
Stage s=2e. We satisfy Pe. Let x be the first number on which fs is not
defined. Let fs+1(x) be any value different from ϕe(x) if ϕe(x) converges, or
simply fs+1(x) = 0 if ϕe(x) diverges.
Stage s=2e+1. We satisfy Re. Suppose that{
ρ ∈ ω<ω : ∃τ ∈ ω<ω
(
τ ⊒ fs ∧ ρ ⊑ Φe(τ)
)}
contains a string in the open complement A of A (meaning that all extensions of it
are in A). Then define fs+1 to be a string τ such that Φe(τ) contains a string ρ with
this property. Then fs+1 satisfies Re. Otherwise, all strings ρ ⊑ Φe(τ), τ ∈ ω
<ω,
are consistent with a function in A. If for all τ and x there were τ ′ ⊒ τ such that
Φe(τ
′)(x) ↓ then since A is closed we could compute a path in A, contradicting
that A is of nonzero M-degree. So there are a string τ and a number x such that
∀τ ′ ⊒ τ
(
Φe(τ
′)(x)↑
)
. Define fs+1 to be such a τ . Then again fs+1 satisfies Re. 
Note that by combining Theorems 7.1 and 7.2 we obtain another proof of Theo-
rem 6.1.
Proposition 7.3. If A >M 0
′ is Muchnik then Th(M/A) ⊆ Jan.
Proof. This is because every nonzero Muchnik M-degree bounds a Bf , f noncom-
putable. Namely, suppose that A has Muchnik M-degree (i.e. we may assume
that A satisfies: if g ∈ A and g 6T f then f ∈ A) and does not bound any Bf , f
noncomputable. Then A 6M 0
′: If f is not computable, then as Bf 6 M A there is
g ∈ A such that g 6T f , but then f ∈ A since A is of Muchnik M-degree, giving
that 0′ ⊆ A. The result now follows from Theorem 7.1 and the join-irreducibility
of Bf . 
Proposition 7.4 (Skvortsova [18]). If D is a Muchnik degree then M/D |= KP.
Proof. The proof rests on the fact that if D is a Muchnik degree then for every
B the degree B→ D is still a Muchnik degree ([18, Lemma 5]), and on the other
hand, if C is Muchnik then it holds that
C→ A×B = (C→ A)× (C→ B)
because every Muchnik degree is effectively homogeneous (cf. [18], [20]). 
Corollary 7.5. If D >M 0
′ is a Muchnik degree then
KP ⊆ Th(M/D) ⊆ Jan.
Proof. Immediate from Propositions 7.3 and 7.4. 
We do not know at this point whether there are mass problems A >M 0
′ such that
Th(M/A) 6⊆ Jan. By Theorem 7.1 such A, if it exists at all, does not bound any
join-irreducible degree >M 0
′. We do not know whether every A >M 0
′ bounds
a join-irreducible degree >M 0
′. We conjecture that this is not the case. All we
know is that for our canonical examples of join-irreducible mass problems Bf we
have the following:
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Theorem 7.6. There exists a mass problem A >M 0
′ that does not bound any Bf ,
f noncomputable.
Proof. First note that if Bf 6M A then, since Bf is Muchnik, it holds that A ⊆ Bf ,
i.e. Bf 6M A via the identity. So it is enough to construct A such that
(I) ∀f noncomputable ∃g ∈ A noncomputable g 6T f ,
(II) ∀e∃h noncomputable Φe(h) /∈ A,
where in (II), as before, Φe(h) /∈ A is by divergence or otherwise. (I) ensures that
A 6⊆ Bf for f noncomputable, and (II) ensures that A 6 M 0
′.
We construct A in stages, and we start the construction with A0 = 0
′. Clearly at
this stage (I) is satisfied. At stage s > 0 we have defined As−1 = 0
′−
{
f0, . . . , fs−1
}
,
where the fi’s need not be distinct. Take h to be T-incomparable to the fi’s.
If Φs(h) ↓ let fs = Φs(h) and let As = 0
′ −
{
f0, . . . , fs
}
. This concludes the
construction of A =
⋂
s∈ωAs. Clearly at stage s we satisfy (II). To see that at
the end of the construction (I) is still satisfied it is enough to observe that A
contains an element below fs for every s. Since h at each stage is chosen to be
incomparable to the previous fi, the only things that can be deleted from A below
fs after stage s must be strictly below fs. Hence there is always an f ≡T fs to
such that f ∈ A. 
8. Linearity
An M-degree is a degree of solvability if it contains a singleton mass problem.
For a degree of solvability S there is a unique minimal M-degree >M S that is
denoted by S′ (cf. [13]). If S = degM({f}) then S
′ is the degree of the mass
problem
{f}′ =
{
n̂g : f <T g ∧ Φn(g) = f}. (5)
(Note however that S′ has little to do with the Turing jump.) By Theorem 8.1
the degrees of solvability are precisely characterized by the existence of such an
S′. So we see that the Turing degrees form a first-order definable substructure of
M. The empty intervals in M are characterized by the following:
Theorem 8.1. (Dyment [4], cf. [22, Theorem 4.7]) For Medvedev degrees A and B
with A <M B it holds that (A,B) = ∅ if and only if there is a degree of solvability
S such that A = B× S, B 6 M S, and B 6M S
′.
Next we show that the only linear intervals in M are the empty ones (Theo-
rem 8.4). Call a mass problem nonsolvable if its Medvedev-degree does not contain
any singleton set, and say that is has finite degree if its M-degree contains a finite
mass problem. We isolate the main construction in a lemma.
Lemma 8.2. Let A and B be mass problems such that
∀C ⊆ A finite (B × C 6 M A). (6)
Then there exists a pair C0, C1 of M-incomparable mass problems C0, C1 >M A
such that B ×C0 and B ×C1 are M-incomparable. (In particular neither of C0 and
C1 is above B.)
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Proof. The plan is to build C0 and C1 above A in a construction that meets the
following requirements for all e ∈ ω:
R0e : Φe(C0) 6⊆ B × C1.
R1e : Φe(C1) 6⊆ B × C0.
The Ci ⊆ A × A ≡M A will be built as unions of finite sets
⋃
s Ci,s, such that
Ci,s ⊆ A × A for each pair i, s. We start the construction with Ci,0 = ∅. The
idea to meet R0e is simple: By condition (6) we have at stage s of the construction
that B × C1,s 6 M A, so there is a witness f ∈ A such that Φe(f) /∈ B × C1,s.
(Either by being undefined or by not being an element of B × C1,s.) We put such
a witness in C0. Now this f will be a witness to Φe(C0) 6⊆ B × C1 provided that
we can keep future elements of 1̂C1 distinct from Φe(f). The problem is that
some requirement R1i may want to put Φe(f) into 1̂C1 because Φe(f)(0) = 1 and
the function Φe(f)
− = λx.Φe(f)(x+ 1) is the only witness that Φi(A) 6⊆ B × C0.
To resolve this conflict it suffices to complicate the construction somewhat by
prefixing all elements of A by an extra bit x ∈ {0, 1}, that is, to work with A×A
rather than A. This basically gives us two versions of every potential witness, and
we can argue that either choice of them will be sufficient to meet our needs, so
that we can always keep them apart. We now give the construction in technical
detail.
We use the following notation: We let f− be the function such that f−(x) =
f(x+1) (i.e. f with its first element chopped off) and we let X− = {f− : f ∈ X}.
We build C0, C1 ⊆ A×A.
Stage s=0. Let C0,0 = C1,0 = ∅.
Stage s+1=2e+1. We take care of R0e. We claim that there is an f ∈ A − C
−
0,s
and an x ∈ {0, 1} such that
∃h ∈ C0,s ∪ {x̂f}(Φe(h) /∈ B × (C−1,s × C−1,s)). (7)
Namely, otherwise we would have that for all f ∈ A− C−0,s and x ∈ {0, 1}
∀h ∈ C0,s ∪ {x̂f}(Φe(h) ∈ B × (C−1,s × C−1,s)). (8)
But then it follows that A >M B× (C
−
1,s×C
−
1,s), contradicting the assumption (6).
To see this, assume (8) and let
D = C0,s ∪
{
x̂f : x ∈ {0, 1} ∧ f ∈ A− C−0,s}.
Then B × (C−1,s × C
−
1,s) 6M D via Φe. But we also have D 6M A, so we have
B × C−1,s 6M A, contradicting (6). To show that D 6M A, let C
−
0,s = {f1, . . . , fs}
and let f˜i, 1 6 i 6 s, be finite initial segments such that the only element of C
−
0,s
extending f˜i is fi. (Note that such finite initial segments exist since C
−
0,s is finite.)
Let xi be such that xi f̂i ∈ C0,s. Then D 6M A via
Φ(f) =
{
xîf if ∃i f˜i ⊑ f,
0̂f otherwise.
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So we can choose h as in (7). Put h into C0,s+1. If Φe(h) = 1 ŷ ĝ for some
g ∈ A− C−1,s and y ∈ {0, 1} we also put (1− y)̂ g into C1,s+1.
Stage s+1=2e+2. The construction to satisfy R1e is completely symmetric to
the one for R0e, now using C1,s instead of C0,s. This ends the construction.
We verify that the construction succeeds in meeting all requirements. At stage
s+ 1 = 2e+ 1, the element h put into C0 is a witness for Φe(C0) 6⊆ B × C1,s+1. In
order for h to be a witness for Φe(C0) 6⊆ B×C1 it suffices to prove that all elements
x̂f entering C1 at a later stage t > 2e+ 1 are different from Φe(h)−.
If Φe(h) is not of the form 1̂y ĝ for g ∈ A − C−1,s and y ∈ {0, 1} then this is
automatic, since only elements of this form are put into C1 at later stages.
Suppose Φe(h) is of the form 1̂y ĝ for some g ∈ A− C−1,s and y ∈ {0, 1}. Then
(1 − y)̂ g was put into C1,s+1 at stage s + 1, if not earlier. By construction, this
ensures that all elements x̂f entering C1 at a later stage t > s+ 1 satisfy f 6= g:
• If x̂f enters C1,t+1 at t = 2i+1 then x̂f = (1−y′)̂ g′ for some g′ ∈ A−C−1,t
and y′ ∈ {0, 1}. In particular f 6= g since g ∈ C−1,t.
• If x̂f enters C1,t+1 at t = 2i+ 2 then f ∈ A− C−1,t, so again f 6= g.
Thus R0e is satisfied. The verification of R
1
e at stage 2e+2 is again symmetric. 
Lemma 8.3. For any singleton mass problem S, if B 6 M S
′ then S ′ and B satisfy
condition (6) from Lemma 8.2.
Proof. Suppose that S = {f} and that C ⊆ S ′ is finite such that B × C 6M S
′,
via Φ say. We prove that B 6M S
′.
Recall the explicit definition of S ′ from equation (5). First we claim that for
every n̂g ∈ C there is m̂h ∈ S ′ with h ≡T g such that Φ(m̂h)(0) = 0, that
is, something from degT (g) is sent to the B-side. To see this, let m be such
that Φm(f ⊕ h
′) = f for all h′, and let h be of the form f ⊕ h′ such that
Φ(m̂h)(0) = 0. Such h exists because C is finite, and for any number of fi-
nite elements {f0, . . . , fk} strictly T-above f it is always possible to build h >T f
such that h is T-incomparable to all the fi’s, cf. [16, p491]. Now the computation
Φ(m̂h)(0) = 0 will use only a finite part of h, so we can actually make h of the
same T-degree as g by copying g after this finite part. This establishes the claim.
To finish the proof we note that from the claim it follows that B 6M S
′: If
something is sent to the C-side by Φ we can send it on to the B-side by the
claim. Because C is finite we can do this uniformly. More precisely, B 6M S
′
by the following procedure. By the claim fix for every n̂g ∈ C a corresponding
m̂h ∈ S ′ and a code e such that Φe(g) = h. Given an input n0̂g0, check whether
Φ(n0̂g0)(0) is 0 or 1. In the first case, output Φ(n0 ĝ0)−, i.e. Φ(n0 ĝ0) minus
the first element. This is then an element of B. In the second case Φ(n0̂g0)− ∈
C. Since C is finite we can separate its elements by finite initial segments and
determine exactly which element of C Φ(n0̂g0)− is by inspecting only a finite
part of it. Now using the corresponding code e that was chosen above we output
Φ
(
m̂Φe(Φ(n0̂g0)−)), which is again an element of B. 
Theorem 8.4. If (A,B) 6= ∅ then there is a pair of incomparable degrees in
(A,B).
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Proof. Let A and B be mass problems of degree A and B, respectively. If A and
B satisfy condition (6) then Lemma 8.2 immediately gives the pair B × C0 and
B × C1 of incomparable elements between A and B.
Suppose next that A and B do not satisfy condition (6): Let C ⊆ A be finite
such that B×C 6M A. Since we also have A 6M B×C we then have A ≡M B×C.
Suppose that there are T-incomparable f, g ∈ C such that {f}, {g} 6>M B.
Then one easily checks that B × {f} and B × {g} are M-incomparable problems
in (A,B). Otherwise,
∀f, g ∈ C
(
f, g T-comparable ∨ {f} >M B ∨ {g} >M B
)
. (9)
We deduce:
1. We cannot have {f} >M B for all f ∈ C that are of minimal T-degree in
C, for otherwise C >M B and hence A ≡M B.
2. From (9) it follows that there cannot be two f , g ∈ C of different minimal
T-degree both not above B.
From 1. and 2. it follows that there is exactly one T-degree degT (f), f ∈ C, that
is minimal in C such that {f} 6>M B. But then B × C ≡M B × {f}: 6M is clear,
and for >M , if g ∈ C then {g} >M B or g >T f , so >M now follows from finiteness
of C.
Thus we have A ≡M B×{f} with B 6 M {f}. Let S
′ ∈ degM({f})
′. If B 6M S
′
then (A,B) = ∅ by Theorem 8.1. If B 6 M S
′ then we apply Lemma 8.2 to S ′
and B. This is possible because S ′ and B satisfy condition (6) by Lemma 8.3.
Lemma 8.2 now produces incomparable B×C0 and B×C1. They are clearly below
B, and they are also above A since C0, C1 >M S
′ >M {f} >M A. So we have again
a pair of incomparable problems in the interval (A,B). 
Corollary 8.5. There are incomparable degrees below every A >M 0
′.
Proof. Apply Theorem 8.4 to the interval (0′,A). Note that any interval (0′,A)
with A >M 0
′ is indeed nonempty. This can be seen using Theorem 8.1: It
suffices to show that for any degree of solvability S, A × S 6=M 0
′. This follows
from Lemma 8.3, but also because 0′ is meet-irreducible, for example because 0′
is effectively homogeneous (Dyment, cf. [22, Corollary 5.2]). So if A × S 6=M 0
′
we must have A 6M 0
′, since clearly S 6M 0
′ is impossible for S solvable.
Alternatively, one can also use Lemma 8.2 directly for a proof of the corollary.
In fact, one can give a simplified proof of Lemma 8.2 for the case of the interval
(0′,A). Namely, the conflict arising there does not arise in this special case, so
that a more direct proof is possible. 
From Corollary 8.5 it follows in particular that the linearity axiom
(p→ q) ∨ (q → p)
is not in any of the theories Th(M/A) for A >M 0
′. In particular it is not possible
to realize the intermediate Go¨del logics Gn and the Go¨del-Dummett logic G∞ (cf.
Ha´jek [5]) by a factor of M.
We note that one can prove the following variant of Lemma 8.2, with a weaker
hypothesis and a weaker conclusion, and with a similar proof.
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Proposition 8.6. Let A be a mass problem that is not of finite degree, and let
B be any mass problem such that B 6 M A. Then there exists a pair C0, C1 of
M-incomparable mass problems above A such that neither of them is above B.
We note that Theorem 8.4 in general cannot be improved since there are non-
empty intervals that contain exactly two intermediate elements. In fact, in Ter-
wijn [23] it is proved that every interval in M is either isomorphic to a finite
Boolean algebra 2n or is as large as set-theoretically possible, namely of size 22
ℵ0 .
9. An algebraic characterization of KP
Kreisel and Putnam [10] studied the following formula in order to disprove a
conjecture of  Lukasiewicz (that IPC would be the only intermediate logic with the
disjunction property):
(¬p→ q ∨ r)→ (¬p→ q) ∨ (¬p→ r). (KP)
Here we give an algebraic characterization of the logic of KP.
McKinsey and Tarski [12] proved the following classical result, which also follows
easily from the results in Jas´kowski [8]. We include a sketch of a proof for later
reference.
Theorem 9.1. (Jas´kowski [8], McKinsey and Tarski [12])
IPC =
⋂{
Th(B) : B a finite Brouwer algebra
}
.
Proof. Let LIPC be the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of IPC. It is easily verified that
LIPC is a Heyting algebra. Hence the dual LIPC of LIPC is a Brouwer algebra. Now
suppose that IPC 6⊢ ϕ and that p0, . . . , pk are the propositional atoms occurring in
ϕ. We want to produce a finite Brouwer algebra B such that B 6|= ϕ. Note that we
cannot take the subalgebra generated by the p0, . . . , pk since this algebra is infinite.
(Cf. the infinity of the Rieger-Nishimura lattice.) Take for B the smallest sub-
Brouwer-algebra of LIPC in which all subformulas of ϕ occur. B can be described
as follows: Let B be the finite distributive sublattice of LIPC generated by all
subformulas of ϕ together with 0 and 1. Since B is finite it is automatically a
Brouwer algebra. Note that → in B need not coincide with → in LIPC. 
We now imitate the proof just given to obtain the following characterization of KP:
Theorem 9.2.
IPC+ KP =
⋂{
Th(B) : B a finite Brouwer algebra such that
for every p ∈ B, ¬p is meet-irreducible
}
.
Proof. Let LKP be the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra of IPC+KP. Again, it is easily
verified that LKP is a Heyting algebra, hence the dual LKP is a Brouwer algebra.
Furthermore, LKP satisfies the formula KP: If ¬ϕ > ψ ∨χ in LKP this means that
¬ϕ proves ψ∨χ, hence since KP is a principle of the logic, ¬ϕ proves ψ or ¬ϕ proves
χ. Now suppose that KP 6⊢ ϕ and that ϕ = ϕ(p0, . . . , pk). We want to produce
a finite Brouwer algebra B such that B 6|= ϕ. We cannot take B to be, as in the
proof of Theorem 9.1, the smallest subalgebra generated by all the subformulas
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of ϕ, since it may happen that in this algebra some elements are negations (i.e.
of the form ¬p) that were not negations in LKP. In particular this may happen
for meet-reducible elements. So we have to take for B a larger algebra.Take B to
be the smallest sub-Brouwer-algebra of LKP in which all subformulas of ϕ occur,
as well as 0 and 1, and such that if ψ ∈ B then also ¬ψ ∈ B. Clearly B refutes
ϕ. In B every negation is meet-irreducible, since for every ϕ ∈ B its negation ¬ϕ
from LKP is also in B, and if this were meet-reducible in B then it would also be
meet-reducible in LKP. So we are done if B is finite. But B is indeed finite since
in IPC, for every given finite set of formulas one can only generate finitely many
nonequivalent formulas from this set using only ∨, ∧, and ¬, cf. Hendriks [6]. This
is because first, every formula in the {∨,∧,¬}-fragment can be proven equivalent
to a disjunction of formulas in the {∧,¬}-fragment using the distributive law and
the equivalence ¬(ϕ ∨ ψ) ↔ ¬ϕ ∧ ¬ψ, and second, it is not hard to see that the
{∧,¬}-fragment over a finite number of propositional variables is finite [6]. 
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